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Includes new books by:
Iain Banks
Anne Bishop
Kirsten Britain
Julie E. Czerneda
Nick Harkaway
Kevin Hearne
Sharon Shinn
Scott Sigler
Vernor Vinge
...and many others

All the books in this catalogue are new
books due for release in
April 2012.
Because they are new books, we are
at the whim of the publishers and to
some extent the shipping companies books can sometimes arrive later (or
earlier) than anticipated, or
occasionally be a different retail price
than originally quoted. Because space
is a luxury, we bring in limited
quantities of books. Prices are subject
to change without notice.
Please reserve copies of
anything you want so you
don’t miss out - ASAP!
If a book has sold-out by the time we
receive your order, we will back-order
and supply when available.
Pulp Fiction has access to thousands of
books not shown in our monthly
catalogues. We are only too happy to
order anything if we don’t have it on
the shelves.
If you can’t make it into the shop, you
can post, phone, fax or e-mail your
order. We accept Bankcard,
Mastercard, Visa, AMEX, cheques and
Australia Post Money Orders.
Approximate current postage within
Australia is: 1 -2 paperbacks (up to
500 grams), $6.35.
2-10 paperbacks or any trade
paperbacks or hardcovers within
Brisbane is $8.35.
Outside Brisbane metro area (over
500 grams up to 3 kilos), $11.20.
Anything above 3 kilos charged at
Australia Post rates.
Until next time, good reading!
Ron, Iain and Beau
Abbreviations
PBK
TPB
HC

used in this catalogue:
= “A” format (standard size) paperback
= “B” & “C” format (oversize) paperback
= Hardcover or cloth binding

DRAGON’S PATH
ABRAHAM, Daniel
An orphaned girl and a once great general escape from a city under
siege with the help of a travelling theatre troupe. But Marcus
Wester would far rather guard humble caravans than cruel kings,
and Cithrin bel Sarcour’s loyalty is not to her long-dead noble
parents but to the Medean Bank that took her in. Cithrin and
Marcus must smuggle the treasury of the lost city of Vanai through
a war zone in which every army seeks new sources of funds and
every king wants them dead. “[A] rich, exciting, and fresh epic
fantasy series opener.” – Publisher’s Weekly
Fantasy
PBK
$19.99

DEVIL’S PUNCH
AGUIRRE, Ann
Corine Solomon can touch any object and learn its history. But
right now, she’s trying to rebuild her pawnshop and her life despite
being marked as a witch. When demons from her past kidnap her
best friend, Corine puts everything on hold to save her.
Fantasy
PBK
$17.95

SERIAL GARDEN
AIKEN, Joan
The Armitage family has the best of all worlds. Life is generally
predictable six days a week, but strange things are prone to
happen on Mondays: unicorns arrive, witches threaten, and
Furies appear, just to name a few. These twenty-four linked
tales featuring Harriet, Mark, their delightfully broad-minded
parents, and assorted quirky relatives is a trove of succinct and
distinctly British adventures. Recommended.
YA fantasy
TP
$29.95

PBK

$17.95

PBK

$17.99

ASPECT-EMPEROR 02: WHITE LUCK WARRIOR
BAKKER, R. Scott
Fantasy

PBK

$22.99

WICKED EDGE
BANGS, Nina
Paranormal romance

$17.95

STONEMOUTH
BANKS, Iain
Stewart Gilmour is back in Stonemouth. After five years in
exile his presence is required at the funeral of patriarch Joe
Murston, and even though the last time Stu saw the Murstons he
was running for his life, staying away might be even more
dangerous than turning up. Banks’ last ‘straight’ novel, The
Steep Approach to Gaberdale, was possibly his worst ever
and, thankfully, only a glitch. Stonemouth is excellent – more
along the lines of The Crow Road.
Fiction
TP/HC
$29.99/$45.00

THE CYCLIST CONSPIRACY
BASARA, Svetislav
The Cyclist Conspiracy tells the tale of a secret Brotherhood who
meet in dreams, gain esoteric knowledge from contemplation of the
bicycle, and seek to move in and out of history, manipulating
events. Publisher's Weekly calls it the “first English translation of
a 1988 Serbian classic” and concludes, “At once a rich
philosophical tome and vision-altering spoof of the same…will
interest readers of Jorge Luis Borges’s Labyrinths and Flann
O’Brien’s The Third Policeman.”
Fiction
TP
$29.95

LIES & OMENS
BENEDICT, Lyn
Urban fantasy

HOLLOW PIKE

DEADLY DESCENDENT

THE BLACK MAUSOLEUM

BLACK, Jenna
Urban fantasy

PBK

$17.95

PASSION PLAY
BERNOBICH, Beth
Ilse Zhalina is the daughter of one of Melnek’s more prominent
merchants. She has lived most of her life surrounded by the
trappings of wealth and privilege. Ilse has learned that for a young
woman of her beauty and social station, to be passive and silent is
the best way to survive. But when Ilse finally meets the older man
she is to marry, she realizes he is far crueler and more deadly than
her father could ever be - Ilse chooses to run. “Passionate,
articulate, clever, this book sings right along. Desperate measures
and hope bundled together in a daring adventure. Byzantine
politics seldom combine so well with great characters. A
marvellous debut novel.” - Patricia Briggs
Fantasy
PBK
$17.95

THE STRAINS OF GALAHESH
BEAULIEU, Bradley P.
West of the Grand Duchy of Anuskaya lies the Empire of
Yrstanla, the Motherland. The Empire has lived at peace with
Anuskaya for generations, but with political turmoil brewing
and the wasting disease still rampant, opportunists from the
mainland have begun to set their sights on the Grand Duchy,

DAWSON, James
She thought she’d be safe in the country, but you can’t escape
your own nightmares and Lis London dreams repeatedly that
someone is trying to kill her. Lis thinks she’s being paranoid after all who would want to murder her? She doesn’t believe in
the local legends of witchcraft...
YA fantasy
TP
$22.99

BRITAIN, Kristen
Karigan G’ladheon has become a legendary Green Rider, one of
the magical messengers of the king. Now, an insurrection led by
dark magicians threatens to break the boundaries of ancient, evil
Blackveil Forest, releasing powerful dark magic. The fourth in the
excellent series that begins with Green Rider ($22.99).
Fantasy
PBK
$22.99

DEAS, Stephen
Skorl is an Ember, a soldier trained from birth to fight dragons.
He is a living weapon, one-shot only, saturated with enough
dragon-poison to bring down a monster all on his own. Now
Skorl has a choice: he can hang for his crimes, or he can go with
the last of the Adamantine Men, fighting against an enemy he
was born to face. The previous in the series, The Order of the
Scales, is now in paperback ($19.99). Love Joe Abercrombie?
Love Dragons? Then Deas is for you. The first two in the series
are King of the Crags and Adamantine Palace ($19.99 each).
Fantasy
TP
$32.99

CLOSURE LIMITED

FORBIDDEN

BROOKS, Max
Four new stories set in the World War Z universe.
Zombie
PBK

DEKKER, Ted
Paranormal thriller

PBK

$17.95

BLACKVEIL

BRUST, Steven
Fantasy

$22.99

BLUE MAGIC
TP

$27.95

CAMPBELL, Jack
When the USS Michaelson’s captain faces court-martial following
the destruction of a civilian research vessel, Paul Sinclair finds
himself defending a doomed officer. Previously published under
Campbell’s real name, John Hemry, this is the first in the Jag in
Space series. The second in the series, Burden of Proof, has also
been reissued.
Science fiction
PBK
$15.99

CANAVAN, Trudi
Fantasy

PBK

$10.99

PBK

DELLAMONICA, A.M.
This sequel to Indigo Springs ($14.95) starts in the small town in
Oregon where Astrid Lethewood discovered an underground river
of blue liquid, Vitagua, that is pure magic. Everything it touches
is changed. The secret is out - and the world will never be the
same. Astrid’s best friend, Sahara, has been corrupted by the blue
magic, and now leads a cult that seeks to rule the world.
Fantasy
TP
$27.95

RCN – LT. LEARY 09: THE ROAD OF DANGER
DRAKE, David
Science fiction

HC

$42.95

TALLULA RISING

TRAITOR SPY 02: ROGUE
TP

philosophical dilemmas of humans. If you enjoy the works of Chris
Moore, Neil Gaiman, and Jasper Fforde… you’ll love the unique
brilliance of Lanceheim.” – publisher’s blurb.
Fantasy noir
TP
$19.99

BISHOP, Anne
When wizards threaten Glorianna Belladonna and her work to keep
Ephemera balanced, her brother Lee sacrifices himself in order to save
her - and ends up an asylum inmate in the city of Vision. But darkness
is spreading through Vision, perplexing the Shamans who protect it.
And Lee is the only one who can shed any light on its mysteries. The
sequel to Sebastian and Belladonna ($22.99 each)..
Fantasy
PBK
$22.99

A JUST DETERMINATION

DARKNESS RISING 02: THE CALLING
ARMSTRONG, Kelley
YA fantasy

BRIDGE OF DREAMS

TIASSA

MAGIC UNCHAINED
ANDERSON, Jessica
Paranormal romance

seeking to expand their empire. The second in the epic fantasy
series, after The Winds of Khalakovo (TP, $27.95).
Fantasy
TP
$27.95

$19.99

RIDE THE STAR WINDS
CHANDLER, A. Bertram
Number four in the collected adventures of the legendary John
Grimes of the Galactic Rim series, including four novels: The
Anarch Lord, The Last Amazon, The Wild Ones, and Catch the
Star Winds. The first collection, To The Galactic Rim, is now in
paperback ($17.95) – perfect for those who enjoy some oldfashioned space adventure.
Science fiction
TP
$23.95

DUNCAN, Glen
Talulla Rising plunges the magnificent co-protagonist of The Last
Werewolf ($19.95) into an adrenaline-charged quest to recover her
lost child. Along the way Tallula crosses paths with blood-drinking
religious fanatics, a pack of London werewolves and (rumour has it)
the oldest remaining vampire on earth. If you’ve not read the
amazing Last Werewolf then do so immediately. If you have, you know
just how brutal and beautiful Tallula Rising will be. Recommended!
Horror
TP
$29.95

THE LINGERING DEAD
DUNCAN, J.N.
Urban fantasy

PBK

$17.95

HARD MAGIC

DARKEST KNIGHT

CORREIA, Larry
Jake Sullivan is a war hero, a private eye - and an ex-con. He’s free
because he has a magical talent, being able to alter the force of
gravity in himself and objects in his vicinity, and the Bureau of
Investigation calls on him when they need his help in apprehending
criminals with their own magical talents.
Urban fantasy
PBK
$17.95

DUVALL, Karen
After the warrior she loves saved her from a murderous Gargoyle,
Chalice watched helpless as Aydin turned into a Gargoyle himself.
Now, free from the curse that enslaved her, Chalice pledges to join
her sister knights in The Order of the Hatchet, and do whatever it
takes to regain Aydin’s humanity. The follow-up to Knight’s Curse
($19.99 paperback due May), which got excellent feedback.
Romantic fantasy
TP
$27.95

THE NOT YET
CROINE, Moira
It's 2121. The Heirs control society’s resources from their lavish
walled city-states. Through life extension, they live hundreds of
years. Outside, the poor barely survive. Malcolm de Lazarus,
twenty, is a Not Yet one counting on joining the elite. But when his
fortune mysteriously disappears, he must sail to the chaotic New
Orleans Islands for answers.
Post-apocalyptic
TP
$29.95

SF MASTERWORKS: DANGEROUS VISIONS

A TURN OF LIGHT

FLINT, Eric
Alternate history

CZERNEDA, Julie E.
The village of Marrowdell is an isolated pioneer community, but it
is also the place where two worlds overlap, and at the turn of light
- sunset - the world of magic known as Verge can briefly be seen.
Jenn Nalynn belongs to both Verge and Marrowdell, but even she
doesn’t know how special she is or that her “invisible” friend Wisp
is actually a dragon sent to guard her and keep her from leaving the
valley. But Jenn longs to see the world…
Fantasy
TP
$27.95

UNDEAD AND UNDETERMINED
DAVIDSON, MaryJanice
Paranormal romance

PBK

$17.95

LANCEHEIM
DAVYS, Tim
The second book in Tim Davys’s Mollisan Town quartet, following
the critically acclaimed Amberville ($19.95). Lanceheim is a literary
and psychological drama in which the trials and tribulations of stuffed
animals Reuben Walrus and Wolf Diaz illuminate the moral and

ELLISON, Harlan (Editor)
Science fiction anthology

PBK

$22.99

RIFT RUNNERS 02: THE DARK DIVIDE
FALLON, Jennifer
Fantasy

TP

$32.99

1636: THE SAXON UPRISING
PBK

$17.95

AGATHA H. AND THE CLOCKWORK PRINCESS
FOGLIO, Phil & Kaja
Fantasy

HC

$42.95

BITTER GREENS
FORSYTH, Kate
“An exquisite rendering of the story behind the Rapunzel fairy
tale.” – publisher’s blurb
Fiction
TP
$32.95

DOG AND DRAGON
FREER, Dave
A wry and clever young heroine coming into her magical powers
is flung into the midst of power struggles and momentous battles
in a world where her coming may be the answer to a long-awaited
prophecy of liberation from tyrannical rulers. The sequel to
Dragon’s Ring ($17.95).
Fantasy
TP
$25.95
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ALIEN DIPLOMACY

GRACE, Rachel
The world of Theorrey runs like a well-oiled machine. But in these
two all-new stories of elemental steam, nothing is ever as it seems.
Paranormal romance
TP
$17.95

KOCH, Gini
Science fiction

GURAN, Paula (Editor)
When society crumbles, can young love survive? Includes stories
from Elizabeth Bear, Maria V. Snyder, Carrie Vaughn, Amanda
Downum, Nina Kiriki Hoffman, and Steve Berman.
YA anthology
PBK
$11.99

EVIL DARK
GUSTAINIS, Justin
A series of seemingly motiveless murders of supernatural creatures
points to a vigilante targeting the community. Markowski wouldn’t
normally have much of a problem with that, but his daughter may be
next on the killer’s list. Markowski debuts in Hard Spell ($17.95),
the first in the Occult Crime Unit Investigation series.
Urban fantasy
PBK
$17.95

CHAMPION OF MARS
HALEY, Guy
In the near-future Dr Holland, a scientist running from a painful
past, joins the Mars colonisation effort, cataloguing the remnants
of Mars’ biosphere before it is swept away by the terraforming
programme. When an artifacts is discovered deep in the caverns
of the red planet, the actions of Holland and his team lead to
tragedy, with profound consequences that ripple throughout time,
affecting Holland’s present, the distant days of Yoechakanon, and
the eras that bridge the aeons between.
Science fiction
PBK
$18.95

TALL, DARK & DEAD
HALLAWAY, Tate
Paranormal romance

PBK

$17.95

ANGELMAKER
HARKAWAY, Nick
Londoner Joe Spork has turned his back on his late fathers mobster
legacy and become instead a clock repairman. Asked by a friend to
fix a complex old machine, Joe finds himself inexplicably pursued
by shadowy government agents, a rogue sect of technophiliac monks,
a suburban serial killer and an identity-shifting Asian drug lord. As
Joe races to discover the true purpose of the machine, he learns that
the answer might lie with elderly Edie Banister, a superspy during
WWII. This is a brilliant novel, the sort of book that reminds you
why you love reading – we can’t recommend it highly enough.
Harkaway’s previous novel was the wonderful, post-apocalypticlike-you’ve-never-read-before Gone Away World ($19.95).
Thriller
TP
$32.95

172 HOURS ON THE MOON
HARSTAD, Johan
It’s been more than forty years since NASA sent the first men to the
moon and to grab some much-needed funding, they send three
teenage lottery three winners, Antoine, Midori and Mia, to the
hitherto secret moon base DARLAH 2. But just before the scheduled
launch, the teenagers experience strange, inexplicable events.
YA science fiction
PBK
$16.99

$17.95

HC

$42.95

GLAMOUR IN GLASS
KOWAL, Mary Robinette
Fantasy

BRAVE NEW LOVE

PBK

THE GAME IS ALTERED

AFTER THE FALL, BEFORE THE FALL,
DURING THE FALL
KRESS, Nancy
“Nebula- and Hugo-winner Kress mixes time travel, global
catastrophe, and mysterious aliens in this strong post apocalyptic
tale. Gruff teenager Pete makes brief runs back in time from the
desolation of the year 2035, using alien technology that can only
transport children, to pick up fresh supplies and recruits. Julie, a
mathematician in 2013, finds a pattern in a series of kidnappings.
They are, of course, Pete’s expeditions, and as the two head
towards their inevitable collision, the clock ticks down on the
catastrophe that will turn Julie’s orderly world into Pete’s
devastated landscape.” – Publisher’s Weekly
Science fiction
TP
$29.95

BEAR MEETS GIRL
LAURENSTON, Shelly
Paranormal romance

TP

$25.95

PBK

$18.95

AGE OF AZTEC
LOVEGROVE, James
Science fiction

GATHERING OF THE LOST
LOWE, Helen
The sequel to Heir of the Night ($19.99).
Fantasy
TP

MABERRY, Jonathan
Horror

PBK

$24.99

$19.99

COVETED
MADISON, Shawntelle
Werewolf Natalya Stravinsky discovers her pack is under attack
from the savage Long Island werewolves.
Urban fantasy
PBK
$17.95

SONG OF ICE AND FIRE 05:
A DANCE WITH DRAGONS

WILD CARDS: FORT FREAK
$17.95

ALLIE BECKSTROM 08:
MAGIC WITHOUT MERCY
MONK, Devon
Fantasy

SACRE BLEU

HEARNE, Kevin
Druid Atticus O’Sullivan hasn’t stayed alive for more than two
millennia without a fair bit of Celtic cunning... The fourth in the
very entertaining series that begins with Hounded ($17.95).
Urban fantasy
PBK
$17.95

MOORE, Christopher
Historical weird

PBK

$17.95

HC

$44.95

FAUSTUS RESURRECTUS

HOFFMAN, Erin
Vidarian Rulorat faces the consequences of opening the gate
between worlds: elemental magic is awakening across the planet
after centuries of dormancy, bringing with it magically-powered
wonders including flying ships and ancient automata. The sequel
to Sword of Fire and Sea ($27.95).
Fantasy
TP
$33.95

JOHANNES CABAL: THE FEAR INSTITUTE

ENMA THE IMMORTAL

ROYAL STREET
JOHNSON, Suzanne
“The first Sentinels of New Orleans fantasy is a vivid debut that’s
far more than the sum of its parts. Empathetic wizard and deputy
sentinel Drusilla DJ Jaco faces several challenges in the summer
and fall of 2005 as Hurricane Katrina breaches the levees as well
as crucial magical barriers... Sympathetic, entertaining DJ is the
perfect narrator for a lively tale jam-packed with action, magic,
and intriguing plot twists.” – Publisher’s Weekly
Urban fantasy
TP
$27.95

DOWNSIDE GHOSTS: SACRIFICIAL MAGIC
KANE, Stacia
Urban fantasy

PBK

$19.99

DARK HUNTER 20: RETRIBUTION
KENYON, Sherrilyn
Paranormal romance

PBK

$19.99

KENYON, Sherrilyn
YA fantasy

PBK

NAKAMURA, Fumi
19th century, feudal Japan: In the heat of battle, low-class samurai
turned revolutionary fighter named Amane rolls upon the small
shack of a tattooist, Baikou. Realizing that Amane’s life was in deep
peril, the tattoo artist decided to etch a curse in ink onto the dying
Amane’s skin, utilizing the “Demonic Interjection” technique.
Amane survived the ordeal, but was burdened with immortality.
Fantasy
TP
$25.95

THE FLOATING ISLANDS
NEUMEIER, Rachel
The Floating Islands are unlike anything Trei has ever seen:
stunning, majestic, and graced with kajurai, men who soar the
skies with wings. Trei is instantly sky-mad, and desperate to be a
kajurai himself. Prickly, sarcastic, and gifted, Araene has a secret
of her own... This is getting great reviews.
YA fantasy
PBK
$19.95

THE BLOODY RED BARON
NEWMAN, Kim
It is 1918 and Graf von Dracula is commander-in-chief of the
armies of Germany and Austria-Hungary. The War of the Great
Powers in Europe is also a war between the living and the
undead. Sequel to the fabulous Anno Dracula ($27.95). Reissue
- great stuff! Recommended!
Dark fantasy
TP
$27.95

A CONFUSION OF PRINCES

CHRONICLES OF NICK 02: INVINCIBLE
$16.99

PATTON, Fiona
Fantasy

PBK

$17.95

THE CHOSEN SEED
PINBOROUGH, Sarah
Cass Jones has been framed for murder. He’s on the run, being
hunted by former colleagues, and is unwelcome wherever he goes until he gets help from a very unexpected figure from his past.
Detectives Hask and Ramsey are on a different case - searching for
the killer behind the lethal Strain II virus currently sweeping its way
through London - a search which throws up an unexpected clue that
suggests Cass might be innocent of murder after all. But when
they’re ordered not to investigate further, they realise the mystery
behind the murder is far greater than they thought.
Urban fantasy
TP
$29.99

THE MONGOLIAD
STEPHENSON, Neal, BEAR, Greg et al.
The chronicles of the journey of a small band of warriors and mystics
as they fight to save Europe from the Mongol invasion of the
thirteenth century. It also exposes the secret workings of powerful
clandestine societies that have been driving world events for millennia.
Alternate history
TP
$27.95

CAINE’S LAW
STOVER, Matthew Woodring
Fantasy

TROY RISING 03: THE HOT GATE
PBK

$17.95

TP

$29.95

BLACK HALO
SYKES, Sam
Lenk and his band of fellow mismatched and grumpy adventurers
are shipwrecked on an island. An island that is a graveyard for
demons and dragonmen alike. An island of secrets that is about to
become a battleground. The previous, and first in the series, is
Tome of the Undergrates ($22.99).
Fantasy
PBK
$22.99

HEIRS OF THE BLADE
TCHAIKOVSKY, A.
Fantasy

PRYOR, Michael
Sam and Tara. Best friends in a future when artificial intelligence
organises our lives, and micropets are the latest craze. Best friends
when rationing means cold showers and no internet. Best friends
when genetic matching makes asking a girl on a date a minefield of
epic proportions. But will they still be best friends in a future when
plague wipes out most of humanity? Or a future when the Inquisitor
asks Sam to choose one betrayal over another?
YA science fiction
PBK
$18.95

RINGO, John
Science fiction

STEELE, Allen
The danui, a reclusive arachnid species, have avoided contact with
the Coyote Federation. Until the danui initiate trade negotiations,
offering the coordinates for an unoccupied world suitable for human
life. But when the Federation’s recon mission goes wrong, the
humans realize how little they know about their new partners.
Science fiction
PBK
$17.95

PBK

$18.99

WEREWOLF IN SEATTLE
THOMPSON, Vicki Lewis
Paranormal romance

PBK

$17.95

BITTER SEEDS
TREGILLIS, Ian
1939: When the Nazis start running missions with people who
have unnatural abilities—a woman who can turn invisible, a man
who can walk through walls, and a woman who can use her
knowledge of the future to twist the present— Raybould Marsh,
British secret agent, is the man who has to face them. This
received great reviews in hardcover.
Alternate history/fantasy
PBK
$17.95

SANDS, Lynday
Paranormal romance

THE THIRTEENTH SACRIFICE
PBK

$17.95

THE SHAPE OF DESIRE
SHINN, Sharon
For fifteen years Maria Devane has been passionately in love with
Dante Romano. But Maria knows that Dante can never give all of
himself back - every month Dante shifts shape, becoming a wild
animal. But Maria, who loves him without hesitation, wouldn’t trade
their unusual relationship for anything. But when a string of brutal
attacks occur in local parks during the times when Dante is in animal
form, Maria is forced to consider whether the lies she’s been telling
about her life have turned into lies she’s telling herself.
Fantasy
HC
$42.95

VIGUIE, Debbie
When young women start dying, Boston cop Samantha Ryan - the
last in a long line of ruthless witches - is the perfect person to
investigate, for only she knows what the archaic symbol carved
into their flesh means.
Urban fantasy
PBK
$17.95

CHILDREN OF THE SKY
VINGE, Vernor
The long-awaited sequel, 19 years later, to Vinge’s tremendous,
far-future spectacular, A Fire Upon the Deep, which is
compulsory reading – along with the wonderful A Deepness in
the Sky ($17.95 each) – for anyone who enjoys science fiction.
Science fiction
PBK
$17.95

A SONG CALLED YOUTH

MORRISSEY, Thomas
“Donovan Graham, part-time bartender, full-time occult scholar,
has just completed his thesis on the Faustus legend. Now, on the
recommendation of his friend and mentor, Father Maurice
Carroll, Donovan has begun helping the NYPD investigate a
particularly gruesome series of murders, in which the victims
have been artfully arranged to resemble the signs of the Zodiac…
an action-packed, urban occult thriller in the tradition of Richard
Kadrey.” – publisher’s blurb
Urban fantasy
TP
$27.95

HOWARD, Jonathan L.
Johannes Cabal and his rather inexact powers of necromancy are
purchased by The Fear Institute as they hunt for the Phobic
Animus - the embodiment of fear. Soon they find themselves
pursued by walking trees plagued with giant ticks, stone men that
patrol the ruins of their castles, cats that feed on human flesh and
phobias which torment and devastate. Recommended.
Fantasy
PBK
$22.99

WARRIORS OF ESTAVIA 03: THE SHINING CITY

HEX

UNDER A VAMPIRE MOON (ARGENEAU)

MARTIN, George R.R.
This is the A format paperback. The slightly larger B format
paperback, for reasons best known to the publishers, has been
split into two parts at $19.99 each!
Fantasy
PBK
$17.99

MARTIN, George R.R. (Editor)
Science fiction
PBK

PACKER, Maz
In the near future, Lionel’s sister Lilith disappears again, leaving him
alone with his sick cat in the flat above Milk Street. Down below,
CCTV cameras keep watch as the hustlers scheme and glassy-eyed
girls disappear into the ‘adult heath centre’. Waiting for Lilith to
return, Lionel works, chews qat and slips deeper into an alternate
reality, CoreQuest, where his alter-ego Ludi begins a heroic quest.
Fiction
TP
$29.99

10 FUTURES

THE KING OF PLAGUES

TRICKED

THE LANCE OF EARTH AND SKY

the Empire: there are ten million princes, and all of them want
each other dead. Also, exclusive to the ANZ edition, is the short
story Master Haddad’s Holiday.
YA science fiction
TP
$22.99

(Continued)

NIX, Garth
Taken from his parents as a child and equipped with biological
and technological improvements, Khemri is now an enhanced
human being, trained and prepared for the glory of becoming a
Prince of the Empire. But than he learns the terrible truth behind

SHIRLEY, John
In a near-future dystopia, a limited nuclear strike has destroyed
portions of Europe, bringing the remaining nation-cities under
control of the Second Alliance, a frighteningly fundamentalist
international security corporation. The only defence against the
Alliance’s creeping totalitarianism is the New Resistance, a polyglot
team of rebels... “An omnibus of all three novels-revised by the
author-of the prophetic, still frighteningly relevant cyberpunk
masterpieces: Eclipse, Eclipse Penumbra, and Eclipse Corona.
John Shirley was cyberpunk’s patient zero, first locus of the virus,
certifiably virulent.”-William Gibson.
Science fiction
TP
$42.95

NOCTURNAL
SIGLER, Scott
For centuries, their race has lived beneath the earth, emerging only at
night, to feed quietly on the dregs of society and slip back into the
shadows. But now their time has come - their time to rise up from
their hiding places and take back what is theirs. San Francisco
homicide detective Bryan Klauser is supposed to be hunting a serial
killer. But a serial killer couldn’t be responsible for the seemingly
impossible DNA evidence the crime-scene techs keep finding - or for
the gory, strangely prophetic dreams Bryan keeps having.
Horror/thriller
TP
$29.99

SMITH, Sherwood
Princess Lasva is about to be named heir to her childless sister, the
queen. But, when the queen finally bears an heir, Lasva’s future is
shattered. Grief-stricken, she leaves her country of Colend and falls
into the arms of Prince Ivandred of Marloven Hesea. When war
breaks out, and all are forced to redefine love, loyalty, and power...
Fantasy
HC
$42.95

SHADOW’S MASTER
TP

WARD, J.R.
Paranormal romance

TP

$29.99

BLACKBIRDS
WENDIG, Chuck
Miriam Black knows when you will die. Still in her early twenties,
she’s foreseen hundreds of car crashes, heart attacks, strokes,
suicides, and slow deaths by cancer. But when Miriam hitches a ride
with truck driver Louis Darling and shakes his hand, she sees that in
thirty days Louis will be gruesomely murdered while he calls her
name - and she will be the next victim.
Thriller/horror
PBK
$17.95

BURNT ICE
WHEELER, Steve
The Administration rules the Sphere of Humankind, the Games
Board sanctions and funds wars and conflicts, and the Haulers'
Collective roams the space routes like the caravanners of old.
Marko and his crew of fellow soldier-engineers are sent to
investigate an unknown planet. When they encounter strange
artefacts and an intelligent but aggressive squid species, they are
forced to embark on a perilous journey far from the Sphere.
Science fiction
PBK
$29.99

STARFIRE 06: EXTREMIS

BANNER OF THE DAMNED

SPRUNK, Jon
Fantasy

LOVER REBORN

$33.95

THE PACK
STARR, Jason
After losing his job, Simon Burns takes on the role of stay-athome dad. Things take a turn when he meets a tight-knit trio of
dads at the playground. They are different from other men Simon
has met, stronger and more confident, more at ease with the
darker side of life—and soon Simon is lured into their mix.
Urban fantasy
PBK
$19.95

WHITE, Steve & GANNON, Charles E.
Science fiction
PBK

$17.95

THE HELIX WAR
WILLETT, Edward
This omnibus edition brings together both books of the postApocalyptic series about an Earth ruled by religious zealots and a
distant world that is humankind’s last, best hope. Includes
Marseguro and Terra Insegura.
Science fiction
PBK
$18.95
WOLF, Carol
Before the Snake destroys the land, the Eater of Souls plans to
harvest the living, and Richard, a demon, is determined to stop
them both. All he needs is a mastera and protectora and Amber, a
young runaway shape-shifter, reluctantly steps into that role and
into adventure.
Urban fantasy
TP
$27.95

EXCEPT THE QUEEN
YOLEN, Jane & SNYDER, Midor
Fantasy
PBK

$17.95

